
At the precise second...

 



The second just as the bow of a boat encounters a huge wave...



On his second try in the long jump, the athlete falls into the sand 
and makes this strange figure...



The second when a gun fires and the deflector expels two clouds 
of smoke...



The second when two dogs in a race have all four feet in the air...



The exact second that a water balloon explodes. The balloon 
disappears and leaves this extraordinary view...



The precise moment 
when a dog is working 

to move on water...



The second when a bird shakes off water...



The second when a whale just decided to surface for air, and 
in that moment a dolphin passed over it...



The precise second when a salmon swimming upstream 
jumped into the jaws of a predator...



The second just as a 
missile launched its load of 
explosives, leaving behind 
a flower of black smoke...



The exact moment lightning struck, letting us see the power of 
Mother Nature...



The exact second when a jet of water "freezes" and the 
cascade arches with a matchless perfection...



More precise moments







































Many events will happen in one second...

ENJOY the seconds that give you life;

with them you can do many things,

important or trivial,

eternal or perishable,

relevant or irrelevant,

it does not matter,

just ENJOY your seconds,

they are unique.
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